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#Fauxtography: Writer’s Memo 
The purpose of my project was to explore how the coinciding inventions of plastic and 

photography work with each other’s technology and materiality. I was particularly interested in 
how people embody the nature of these two inventions, as well as how they altered the art 
historical discourse forever. By exploring how artists work with and against photography and 
plasticity, I rendered an investigation of the following conditions they share: endless 
reproduction, imitation, embodiment, liminality, malleability, artificiality, and obsession with 
surface.  

I chose the format of a zine and a repetitive colorful and youthful design concept for this 
project. The reason I chose to print a zine rather than going digital is because of my visual 
essay’s fixation on materiality. By engaging with image/text through a glossy paper zine, the 
reader is able to come in physical contact with the plastic materiality of the paper, as well as the 
materiality of images. The multiplicity and youthful nature of the colors are meant to mimic 
plastic’s alluring malleability to further activate an engagement with the materiality. The fonts 
create a disorienting mix of 70s advertising and early 2000s computational aesthetic to trace how 
the peak platforms of visual culture embody plasticity. Additionally, I made words that apply to 
plasticity and photography bold so that the reader was constantly engaged in their parallels. 

The title of the zine is “#Fauxtography,” as displayed on the cover with a still from A 
Trip to the Moon, one of the first films ever made. The title is meant to play against the notion 
that photography reveals that which is true, and instead embrace its performativity, artificiality, 
and plasticity. The use of the hashtag is meant to setup the exploration in the framework of 
contemporary visual culture. This allows the reader to render a reinvestigation of their 
engagement with contemporary images, while also prompting critical social media interaction 
rather than mindless scrolling (another reason why I chose to print the zine out). The image from 
A Trip to the Moon was chosen because the film is notable for its exaggerated theatricality and 
innovative special effects. It is a still image from when a spaceship lands on the eye of a moon 
that has a face. To a contemporary viewer this spaceship is reminiscent of roll film, a type of 
spool-wound photographic film that typically holds celluloid film. This image works with my 
investigation because it pays close attention to the act of viewing through landing on the moon’s 
eye, it recalls the photographic process engagement with plastic, and it highlights the artificiality 
and performativity of images. The more contemporary images on the inside cover work in a 
similar way by emphasizing the ubiquity of visual culture, the embodiment of plasticity in 
photographic practice, and the obsession with surface that I explore in the zine.  

I begin my investigation by outlining the history and materiality of both plastic and 
photography so that the reader is able to understand their parallels and coinciding inventions. 
Pages 1 and 2 contain charts that depict the historical trend of the use of the words “plastic” and 
“photography” to evoke their peak alignments. The zine then goes onto place plastic and 



photography on a timeline and explain how plastic’s materiality integrated itself into the 
discourse of photography.  

Following my introduction I look towards the discourse of art to argue that artists 
embodied the nature of photography and plastic in the oeuvre. I include an image of Adrian 
Piper’s performance titled Catalysis III alongside because this work embodies photography and 
plasticity in its obsession with liminal states, surfaces (specifically the corporeal), objectification, 
and artificiality. Under this image I chose to add a quote from Craig Owens’ essay called 
“Posing,” because it demonstrates that one embodies photography’s qualities of imitation, 
inscription, mortification, opacity, and obsession with surface when posing for a photograph. 
These qualities are also applicable to the conditions of plasticity as well. After this introduction, I 
render a visual analysis of the rayographs and photographs of Modern artist Man Ray, the 
masked self-portraits of Claude Cahun and Gillian Wearing, and the self-portrait of Renee Cox 
to argue that they embody both plasticity and photography.  

The last section of my zine works to engage the viewer in their everyday engagement 
with plasticity and images at large. In the first spread, I look at a photograph by Andreas Gursky 
to examine its obsession with seriality and endless reproducibility. Gursky’s photograph is taken 
from an omniscient God-like perspective to create an image that appears devoid of human. The 
image fixates on capitalism’s obsession with colorful, infinitely reproducible commodities. 
These objects, if not actually made of plastic, embody a plastic aesthetic. These qualities that 
enact plasticity and photography are highlighted through the spread’s layout, font, and text. I use 
computational font to perform photography and plasticity’s obsession with duplicity while 
simultaneously alluding to the technology’s disconnect from human touch. The obsessive 
repetition of #reproduce aligns human reproduction, plastic reproduction, and photographic 
reproduction to render an investigation of how these three work with and against each other. The 
next spread is an image of what appears to be a woman and a young girl doing a puzzle, however 
if once the viewer looks closer, he or she will realize that the young girl is actually made of 
plastic. This uncanny disorientation alludes to plastic and photography’s artificiality and 
simulacre like quality. On top of these images I placed screenshots of Instagram comments to 
emphasize the contemporary obsession with simulation and not appearing “real,” yet again 
through the embodiment of plasticity. In the last spread, I work with my own self-portraiture and 
Instagram page to argue that images mimic the materiality of plastic and the technology of 
photography. The detailed images allow the spectator to see that I embodied the plastic 
conditioner bottle in my self-portrait by imitating its shape. Through the serial repetition of the 
words “#mimic materiality” “#mimic medium,” this spread works with photograph and plastic’s 
fixation on corporeal surfaces, theatricality, and malleability. The caption of the photo, 
contrapposto selfie, 2018, alludes to the naturalistic stance that derives from ancient sculptures. 
By working with this contrasting ancient/contemporary framework, this image argues that like 
plastic, the history of art (and visual culture at large) performs and reproduces materiality in 
order to mold humans and objects.  




